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Abstract — An oscillator-based true random number generator (TRNG) is experimentally demonstrated by exploiting
inherently stochastic threshold switching in the insulatorto-metal transition (IMT) in vanadium dioxide. Through
experimentation and modeling, we show that the origin
of stochasticity arises from small perturbations in the
nanoscale domain structure, which are then subsequently
amplified through a positive feedback process. Within a
1T1R oscillator, the stochastic cycle-to-cycle variations in
the IMT trigger voltage result in random timing jitter, which
is harnessed for a TRNG. The randomness of the IMT TRNG
output is validated using the NIST SP800-22 statistical test.
Index Terms — Truly random number generator, phasetransition, vanadium dioxide, insulator-to-metal transition.

deterministic nature of the algorithms, and the dependence
on the “seed”, this methodology reduces overall security.
In contrast, TRNGs generate random numbers from a naturally
occurring physical process, such as thermal or shot noise.
This results in a higher level of security as these processes
are nondeterministic and cannot be reproduced. Emerging
devices such as magnetic tunnel junctions [6] and resistive
random access memory devices [7] exhibit intrinsic stochastic
behavior and have shown potential as TRNGs. In this work,
we experimentally demonstrate that, inherent stochasticity in
the threshold switching characteristics of insulator-to-metal
transition (IMT) materials [8]–[10] can be harnessed as a
technique to engineer TRNGs.

I. I NTRODUCTION

II. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION

ANDOM number generators (RNG) are a fundamental
component in modern computational systems used to
cryptographically secure stored and transmitted data from
eavesdroppers [1]–[3] and recently in machine learning algorithms to regularize networks [4], [5]. With the ever-expanding
use of wireless networks, user authentication, and online
learning algorithms, the need for compact on-chip, low
power, and low cost random number generation is critical.
Generating random numbers can be achieved using either
pseudo-RNGs or true random number generators (TRNG).
Pseudo-RNGs rely on a small set of initial values or “seed”
which is subsequently used to compute a larger random
sequence using deterministic software algorithms. Due to the

We investigate stochasticity in the prototypical phase transition material, vanadium dioxide (VO2 ). While previous works
have extensively studied the effects of temperature and device
size on the DC characteristics [11]–[14], cycle to cycle switching variations are often detrimental to applications in crosspoint selectors [15], [16] and steep switching transistors [17].
Therefore, any stochasticity in the phase transition is often
attempted to be reduced. We measure the DC characteristics
across 100 consecutive cycles and observe large variations in
the switching voltage (VIMT ), where a mean value of 1.71V
with σ = 40mV and a range of 200mV suggest a stochastic
transition (Fig. 1(b)). The DC cycling measurements were
repeated across multiple devices, yielding similar results,
further confirming stochasticity in the switching of VO2 .
To gain insight into the origin of stochasticity in the VO2
phase transition, we model the device using a 2D heterogeneous resistive network [18], [19]. The VO2 device is represented as a grid of resistive domains which are independently
capable of undergoing an IMT or MIT based on both the
local potential and temperature. To determine if a domain
should transition based on the local potential, the average
voltage drop (V) across the domain is computed [20].
A probability value is then calculated for the insulatorto-metal transition (PIMT ) as well as the metal-to-insulator
transition (PMIT ) [18]–[20].
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Fig. 2. (a) IMT oscillator and equivalent noise model. (b) Measured load
line characteristics highlight the operating principle of the IMT oscillator.
(c) Measured time domain waveform. The discharge trajectory is noted
as any variations in VIMT result in large changes oscillation period. The
normalized distribution of the oscillation period is extracted from >400
(d) measured and (e) simulated oscillation cycles highlighting the large
timing jitter.

Fig. 1. (a) Electro-thermal 2-D resistive network used to model stochastic
variations in VO2 threshold switching. The variation in VIMT is observed to
result from stochastic fluctuations in the nucleation of the metallic filament
which is formed through a positive feedback process. (b) Measured DC
cycle to cycle variations of VIMT in a single vanadium dioxide device.
(c) Simulated variations in VIMT for 150 DC I-V using the 2-D resistive
network model.

Additionally, we compute if a domain should undergo thermally activated transition based on the local current flow from
equation (3) as given in Janod et. al. [21].
⎞
⎛
1st neighbors

∂ Tn,m
= pn,m −k ⎝4Tn,m −
Ti ⎠ +h d (Text −Tn,m )
∂t
i

(3)
Simulations are performed by sweeping the source potential
at the left boundary of the network and grounding the right
(Fig 1(a)). At each voltage step the domain structure of the
network is solved and updated by calculating the potential at
every node and computing the individual domain states from
equations (1-3). The modelling reveals that the switching event
is initiated by an abrupt avalanching process that forms the initial metallic filament, which is in agreement with experimental
reports [14], [19]. The abrupt filament formation results from
a positive feedback process, wherein the emergence of a small
cluster of metallic domains (nucleation point) locally shunts

the current and the voltage drop is redistributed such that a
larger potential drop occurs across the remaining insulating
domains bridging the two contacts. This creates higher electric
fields and increased joule heating in the remaining insulating
domains causing them to transition (to the metallic state) and
thus abruptly forming the metallic filament. However, since
only a small nucleation point is required to induce the IMT,
small fluctuations that cause a domain to transition can trigger
the IMT. Thus, amplifying any underlying random process
and causing the filament formation to occur with spatial and
potential variation as well. The authors note that, while the
electro-thermal model can correctly capture the experimentally
observed dynamics, the fundamental switching physics remain
under debate [11], [14], [22]–[24]. Thus, further refinements
can be included, as the physics are subsequently revealed.
To exploit this stochastic behaviour for a TRNG, the IMT
should be sampled at a high rate. Therefore, we utilize a
transistor in series to a VO2 device (Fig. 2(a)) to provide
negative-feedback and form a free running IMT oscillator
which maximizes the rate at which the IMT can be sampled.
We then bias the oscillator according the load line in Fig. 2(b)
and examine the effects of the stochastic thresholding on the
oscillator period. Fig. 2(c) shows an example of the oscillator
waveform, where the oscillation period is observed to fluctuate
stochastically from cycle-to-cycle. This directly results from
the variations in VIMT as the discharge cycle of the oscillator
is terminated by the IMT (Fig. 2(c)), a point which fluctuates stochastically. Since the discharge cycle dominates the
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TABLE I
NIST SP800-22 T EST R ESULTS

Fig. 3. (a) Block diagram of TRNG based on a stochastic IMT oscillator.
(b) Timing diagram of the random bit stream generated by simulating
a NAND-based master-slave d flip-flop in Cadence Spectre where the
jittery clock is supplied by the experimentally measured IMT oscillator
waveform over >87,000 cycles. VDD of the measured IMT oscillator
waveform is 5V (LVO2 = 1µm, WVO2 = 2µm).

oscillation period, relatively small variations in VIMT result in
large variations in the oscillation period (Fig. 2(d)). We further
confirm that the VIMT variations are the dominant noise source
in the IMT RNG by modeling the oscillator transient with
an IMT oscillator noise model [8], [9] which includes VIMT
fluctuations (VI M T (t)), flicker noise (η F (t)), and thermal
noise (ηT (t)). The model is found to be in excellent agreement
with the experimental data as shown by Figs. 2(d)-(e), and
the results confirm that the stochastic fluctuations in VIMT
dominate the IMT oscillator response. Therefore, the oscillator
jitter is relatively robust to reductions in the magnitude of other
noise sources (ex. thermal noise of the transistor) as they are
additive to the larger noise due to VIMT fluctuations.
The IMT oscillator TRNG structure is shown in Fig. 3(a)
and reflects a standard ring oscillator based TRNG. A high frequency oscillator with 50% duty cycle is input to the data line
of a master-slave d flip-flop, while the high jitter IMT oscillator is used as the clock. This results in a random sampling of
the data line and produces a random bit-sequence at the output.
The circuit is simulated in Cadence Spectre where before the
experimentally captured IMT oscillator waveform is applied to
the D flip flop clock, it is converted into a rail-to-rail waveform
by a comparator (using a Verilog-A model). The random bit

sequence is then generated by sampling a 1.113 MHz periodic
input signal with the high jitter IMT oscillator clock. The
randomness of which is evaluated by performing the NIST
SP800-22 [25] statistical test on the >87,000 bits in the output
sequence. The output bit sequence is found to pass nearly all
tests, indicated in Table 1 by p-values>0.01, thus confirming
the randomness of the sequence over thousands of oscillation
periods.
The IMT based TRNG is a device concept that exploits
stochasticity in the abrupt threshold switching of IMT materials. Considerations for IMT material choice and optimization
should include the fundamental transition speed, switching
power, the role of thermal effects on the stochasticity, device
area, and fabrication compatibility with CMOS to enable
TRNGs based on compact 1T1R IMT oscillators. Although
the performance in the current VO2 based demonstration is
limited by the large device size (LVO2 = 1μm, WVO2 = 2μm)
and the bit rate by the RC limited IMT oscillator frequency.
As the VO2 device size is scaled and directly integrated with
the transistor [26], the ability to electrically induce the IMT
at sub-nanosecond speeds [18] and operate IMT oscillators at
below 1V VDD [8], provides a promising path forward.
III. C ONCLUSION
In summary, we experimentally demonstrated a TRNG that
utilizes the large timing jitter exhibited in VO2 oscillators
enabled by inherent stochasticity in the insulator-to-metal
phase transition. Through experimentation and modeling,
we revealed the stochasticity to originate from the amplification of small perturbations within the nanoscale domain
structure by the positive feedback process of the IMT. The
randomness of the IMT TRNG is validated on the NIST
SP800-22 statistical randomness test.
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